Dynamics of sensorimotor cortex activation to spatial sounds precueing ipsi- versus contralateral manual responses.
Spatially informative visual precues give rise to event-related potential asymmetries with higher negativities over the contralateral hemisphere. However the attribution of these potentials to sensorimotor areas is still unclear. The present magnetoencephalography study assessed movement preparation processes to auditory spatial precues. Event-related desynchronization (ERD) was measured to test the hypothesis that lateralized sounds would give rise to a fast, stimulus-driven activation of motor networks independent of the precued response side. The lateralized vowels /a/ and /e/ served as precues for either ipsi- or contralateral responses, respectively, which had to be executed when an imperative stimulus was presented 1 s after precue onset. Two separate experiments were conducted with either blocked or mixed presentation of ipsi- and contralateral precues. Beta ERD over sensorimotor regions representing the stimulus side was elicited by both types of precues approximately 200 ms after their onset. For contralateral precues, a switch of beta ERD to the response hemisphere took place approximately 400 ms after trial-onset, peaking prior to the imperative stimulus (approximately 800 ms post trial-onset). Signal subspace projection demonstrated a high topographical correspondence between the early precue-related ERD and the pattern immediately preceding the response, suggesting that both were generated in similar motor networks. Apparently lateralized sounds give rise to an early activation of contralateral motor networks independent of the precued response. This suggests strong associations between space processing and action preparation networks, with fast activations preceding a detailed cortical analysis of stimulus meaning.